Next academic year a ‘virtual module box’ will be held in Wisdom for all modules taught at the University of Huddersfield. The box will include module specifications, examination papers and other supporting material such as module handbooks and samples of assessed work.

Module boxes are a vital component of the University’s internal quality and validation procedures, as well as containing material of ongoing importance to our corporate memory.

Why use Wisdom for module boxes?

• Helps share and distribute information across departmental boundaries: it supports easy and efficient working because we can easily find the authoritative source of the information needed, at the right time. Any necessary security constraints can be applied with confidence. Documents can be published at appropriate times and in appropriate ways – such as module specifications via Blackboard and/or the student portal, and past examination papers through the Library catalogue.

• Promotes quality of information: Wisdom controls versions and provides a clear audit trail.

• Reduces storage requirements: it helps us avoid duplication and keeping more records for longer than we have to. Wisdom saves staff time in managing physical record stores, confidential shredding, and deciding whether or not to retain or dispose of records.

Wisdom is a key tool to support improvements in the University’s core processes and performance.